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11. Summary of the new findings of the thesis: 

- Clarity characteristics, advantages of large production agriculture; achievements and historical limitation 

of farming household economy, thus, specify requirements and necessaries of a moving process of the 

farming household economy to large production in the socialist-oriented market economy, and respective 

conditions to perform that process in Vietnam, nowadays. 

- Analysis of current situation of the farming household economy to large production, following the main 

trends such as: formation and development of the farming economy; the farming household economic 

development in the forms of horizontal and vertical links. According to the analysis, assessment of the 

farming household economic transition to large production in Vietnam, after economic reforms, especially 

from 2000 until now, achievements, constraints, and causes of the farming household economic transition 

to large production in Vietnam are shown in this thesis. 



- Based on analysis of new context impact on the trends of current farming household economic 

development, it is shown a set of standpoints, and main solutions to promote the transition of farming 

household economy to large production in the socialist-oriented market economy in the following years in 

Vietnam. 

12. Practical applicability, if any: 

- The thesis contributes to provide scientific basis for perception of economic development trends to large 

production in the socialist-oriented market economy in Vietnam.  

- The research results of this thesis can be used as a reference for those interested; especially for 

economic managers, producers, and agribusiness; construction, planning, and organization and 

implementation of programs, projects, and policies, and plans for social-economic developments.  

- The thesis can be used as a reference, and aim for research, lecturing, and studying academic subjects 

of Marxism-Leninism in universities, colleges that belong to the national education system, institutes that 

belong to National Academy of Public Administration, province, and city political colleges, and district 

political training centers.  

13. Further research directions, if any: 

- Further study on trends of household economic developments in various sectors of the national 

economy. Since then, make an overview on the general trends of household economic development in 

the socialist-oriented market economy in Vietnam nowadays.  
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